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BeOlll University, 
Montreal,
Canada,

At.tQn.tl.oni...À»i-,J, Slasaoo. Bursar. 
HKi Macdonald Collage(rent 1 eta en i

It would, of course, servo as much purpose to make 
a review of the general situation as regards Insurance and fire pro
tection at Macdonald as was done with respect to the University,

The Insurance hero la now divided under three 
schedules, the first covering the lain Buildings of the College, the 
second covering Pana Property, while the third covers the Residences.

Ho insurance has ever before heon carried on the main 
buildings. Quotations first obtained for coverage of the main 
buildings called for a three year premium of from 512,000. to 
514,000, notwithstanding that the desire was to provide insurance 
for these buildings, aa a matter of general prudence, those quota
tions were so high as to Indicate the desirability of further inves
tigation before concluding the matter. lïmph&sls was laid on the 
general excellence of these buildings as a fire risk, and while it 
was recognised that there exists hasards that nay cause a lise 
chiefly in view of the limited fire protection available, still an 
improvement in this proposition would seem necessary to warrant 
satisfaction, She situation was brought up from time to time with 
She result that Hr. Cl&ssco finally received a proposal to cover for 
./C00,000, divided among the various buildings and contents without 
conditions of oo-lnsuranoe for a three year premium ef ,C00,
Shis amount of coverage seemed entirely sufficient to cover possible 
loss, upon oarefully distributing the amount among the various 
unite, Shis proposal was such that acoeptanoe seemed, entirely 
warranted# 1 proposition received from a large reciprocal offloo 
in the States, noted for the low coat of its insurance, was for 
& not coat of about this figure, from which can be appreciated the 
favorable aspects of this proposition,

!Cho second schedule covering farm properties is a 
considerable improvement over the various specific policies previously 
in force, many units of which were under-insured and otherwise with 
limited and restricted coverage, Shese properties were all listed 
under a schedule form and the amounts of insurance care rally 
considered, Many restrictions and technicalities in the old 
insurance were removed and coverage considerable broadened.
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